On 12 December 2018, five members of the Globalex Management Committee met via Skype (Ed Finegan, Ilan Kernerman, Simon Krek, Dion Nkomo, and Lars Trap-Jensen; unable to attend was Julia Miller). Ilan chaired.

Reports
Members reported little feedback from disseminating earlier Globalex reports to the continental associations but agreed it is important to continue soliciting their input. Euralex president Gilles-Maurice de Schryver communicated his thoughts and ideas directly to Ilan.

Website
Simon reports that the Globalex website now runs on the Elexis server, and the websites from Globalex workshops in 2016 and 2018 are being transferred to this server. Procedures for maintaining and uploading new material were discussed. Only what is unavailable or otherwise difficult to access will be mounted in the Globalex repository, along with pointers to accessible material. Elexis will provide a search engine able to work with metadata alone but it is preferable to have the actual files in order to enhance search options (speed).

Simon’s team will prepare instructions for providing material, including guidelines about what can be uploaded: published material, including proceedings, journals and monographs.

Lexicon
The editors have agreed to post *Lexicon* on the Globalex site. Once a few remaining questions are clarified with the editors, Gilles-Maurice’s scanned files of the journal will be posted.

Globalex workshop on lexicography and neologism at DSNA 2019
Fourteen to fifteen submissions were received, two about English, most others on other European languages; five or six papers will likely be presented virtually; the other presenters will be present in Bloomington. The proceedings will be published online on Globalex website and a peer-reviewed version of the contributions is under consideration for a special issue of *Dictionaries*. As editor of *Dictionaries*, Ed welcomes the synergy between DSNA and Globalex on this matter.

Asialex, Euralex, Afrilex
Gilles-Maurice de Schryver will be a keynote speaker at Asialex, 19-21 June 2019 in Istanbul. Zoe Gavrilidou (Euralex board member and organizer of its 2020 congress) showed interest in cooperating on a workshop on bilingual lexicography in Istanbul. No further news about the 2019 Afrilex conference available now. A Globalex presentation may be possible, but probably not a workshop, given the shortness of the remaining time to organize.

Elexis
Elexis intends to be presented at the Asialex conference. A workshop is possible, but time is short and other proposals are under consideration. Simon and Miloš Jakubiček will choose soon between a workshop and regular presentation. A paper about Elexis has been accepted for presentation at the 2019 DSNA biennial meeting (Iztok Kosem, Jelena Kallas, and Simon among the authors).

Journal Reviewers
The potentially delicate matter of journal editors sharing names of possible referees was discussed. As a neutral outsider, Ilan will contact the editors of *Dictionaries*, *Lexikos*, *International Journal of Lexicography*, *Lexicography* to put them in touch with one another on the matter.

Next meeting is tentatively scheduled for the week of 14 January.
Meeting closed at 17.13 CET